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When you think of a salesperson, what comes to mind? Be honest. The unfortunate reality is

that people believe salespeople cannot be trusted. In fact, research shows 97% of all

consumers don’t trust salespeople. And make no mistake, real estate agents are, in fact,

salespeople.You may be thinking, “How do I become the kind of salesperson that 3% of the

general public actually does trust?” This book will help you do just that.After you understand

how to apply the Reverse Selling Method taught in this book, you’ll have prospects easily

agreeing to meet with you. It will become normal to hear prospects tell you how different your

approach is and how much they appreciate your call. Yes! You heard that right, you will have

prospects who are complete strangers actually thank you for calling them.This book will

change your mindset and what it means to be a salesperson. More importantly, this book will

teach you the tactics, strategies, and methodologies that will change how the prospect

responds and has the potential to change their perception of salespeople altogether.In this

book, I’ll show you how to apply the Reverse Selling Method as a real estate agent. I will teach

you what I personally do in my real estate business that has helped me to sell over 100 homes

a year and to build one of the fastest growing independent real estate brokerages in the

country.

“Tribal Leadership gives amazingly insightful perspective on how people interact and succeed. I

learned about myself and learned lessons I will carry with me and reflect on for the rest of my

life.”From Publishers WeeklyThe authors, management consultants and partners of

JeffersonLarsonSmith, offer a fascinating look at corporate tribes—groups of 20–150 people

within a company that come together on their own rather than through management decisions

—and how executives can use tribes to maximize productivity and profit. Drawing upon

research from a 10-year study of more than 24,000 people in two dozen organizations, they

argue that tribes have the greatest influence in determining how much and what quality work

gets done. The authors identify the five stages of employee tribal development—Life sucks, My

life sucks, I'm great and you're not, We're great and Life is great—and offer advice on how to

manage these groups. They also share insights from the health care, philanthropic,

engineering, biotechnology and other industries and include key points lists for each chapter.

Particularly useful is the Tribal Leader's Cheat Sheet, which helps determine and assess

success indicators. Well written and enlightening, this book will be of interest to business

professionals at all levels. (Feb.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed

Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

Inside FlapEvery organization is composed of tribes--naturally occurring groups of between 20

and 150 people. Until now, only a few leaders could identify and develop their tribes, and those

rare individuals were rewarded with loyalty, productivity, and industry-changing innovation.

Tribal Leadership shows leaders how to assess, identify, and upgrade their tribes' cultures, one

stage at a time. The result is an organization that can thrive in any economy.--John W. Fanning,

Founding Chairman and CEO napster Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Back CoverEvery organization is composed of tribes—naturally occurring

groups of between 20 and 150 people. Until now, only a few leaders could identify and develop

their tribes, and those rare individuals were rewarded with loyalty, productivity, and industry-

changing innovation. Tribal Leadership shows leaders how to assess, identify, and upgrade



their tribes' cultures, one stage at a time. The result is an organization that can thrive in any

economy.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“Tribal Leadership gives

amazingly insightful perspective on how people interact and succeed. I learned about myself

and learned lessons I will carry with me and reflect on for the rest of my life.” -- John W.

Fanning, Founding Chairman and CEO napster Inc.“[A]n unusually nuanced view of high-

performance cultures. . . . [S]hare the book with your Type A’s and prima donnas, as it expertly

describes the tension between loners who perform exceptionally and those who perform

exceptionally but who measure success as part of a team.” -- Inc.“[T]he most thorough and

unique book to come along pertaining to organizational dynamics in quite some

time....Whether you’re trying to move an organization forward or trying to move forward

yourself, Tribal Leadership is a great place to begin your efforts. -- Business Lexington“Leaders

of both for profit and non-profit organizations, including politicians, and can benefit from

perusing Tribal Leadership.” -- McClatchy-Tribune News Service --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorSteve Zaffron is the CEO of Vanto Group,

which has consulted with 300+ organizations in twenty countries including Lockheed Martin,

Apple, Morgan Stanley and Johnson & Johnson. Zaffron has personally consulted many top

executives and led seminars for over 100,000 people, as well as guest lecturing at Harvard

Business School, University of Rochester, Ohio State and USC. He is also a senior executive

and board member with Landmark Education, where he spearheaded the design of the

Landmark Forum program which has been attended by more than a million people worldwide.

Steve holds a master's degree from the University of Chicago and graduated magna cum laude

from Cornell University.Dave Logan is a professor and former associate dean of executive

education at USC's Marshall School of Business, where he pioneered several MBA courses as

well as a Medical Management degree program. He also teaches at the Foundation for Medical

Excellence and the International Center for Leadership in Finance (Malaysia). He is author or

co-author of four books, including the bestselling Tribal Leadership and has been interviewed

on CNN, NBC, and dozens of newspapers and radio stations across the country. Logan holds a

Ph.D. in Organizational Communication from the Annenberg School at USC.John King is the

founder of John King Partners and cofounder of CultureSync. He is coauthor, with Dave Logan,

of The Coaching Revolution.Halee Fischer-Wright is a nationally recognized physician leader,

health care executive, and former business consultant.Steven Jay Cohen has been telling

stories his whole life, and has worked professionally as a storyteller since 1991. A classically

trained actor, he has worked both on stage and behind the microphone for most of his career.

Born and raised in Brooklyn, Steven now resides in scenic western Massachusetts.--This text

refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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salesperson, what comes to mind? Be honest. The unfortunate reality is that people believe

salespeople cannot be trusted. In fact, research shows 97% of all consumers don’t trust



salespeople. And make no mistake, as a real estate agent you are, in fact, a salesperson. But

don’t take my word for it. Pull out your real estate license and read what it says. You’ll find it

says, “Real Estate Salesperson License.”It’s important to understand why salespeople have

this stigma. Studies have revealed the negatives, such as salespeople talking too much and

not listening, lack of understanding of the prospects’ actual desired outcome, and using high-

pressure tactics. But most of all, the number one reason why most people don’t trust

salespeople is the salesperson’s bias toward making a sale.True or not, most people in a

buying situation believe that the salesperson is biased toward “making the sale,” whether it

makes sense for the consumer to proceed or not. “Never trust a salesperson” has become one

of the most common memes passed down through the generations, and this has created a

paradigm in which salespeople and consumers are at odds with each other, making it more

and more difficult for each to meet their mutual goals and objectives.This is the core of the

issue for salespeople like you and I. Working in sales weighs heavily on our moral conscience

because, like everyone else, we too grew up believing that “salespeople are evil.” And yet here

we are—salespeople. This is the internal battle that eats away at so many of us on a daily

basis and causes us to say things to ourselves like, “I won’t make prospecting phone calls

because if I do, I’m no different than the salespeople I was taught not to trust!”So you’re

probably thinking, “How do I become the kind of salesperson that 3% of the general public

actually does trust?” This book will help you do just that.After you understand how to apply the

Reverse Selling Method taught in this book, you’ll have prospects easily agreeing to meet with

you. It will become normal to hear prospects tell you how different your approach is and how

much they appreciate your call. Yes! You heard that right, you will have prospects who are

complete strangers actually thank you for calling them, whereas most of your prospecting

experience has probably resulted in the prospect reaming you out, or worse yet, hanging up on

you!This book will change your mindset and what it means to be a salesperson. More

importantly, this book will teach you the tactics, strategies, and methodologies that will change

how the prospect responds and has the potential to change their perception of salespeople

altogether.While other real estate agents continue to use high-pressure tactics and argue with

prospects over the phone, you’ll learn how to make prospecting easy and something you look

forward to doing.You’ll find it effortless to make prospecting calls and take listings, whereas

before, just hearing the word “prospecting” most likely made you feel a little sick.In this book, I’ll

show you how to apply the Reverse Selling Method as a real estate agent. For years, I took the

advice of many of the real estate “gurus” (you know the famous ones on YouTube) who

suggested using high pressure to persuade prospects, and to overcome objections with

authority by pushing the prospect to move forward. This style of selling no longer is effective

with today’s consumer. I will teach you what I personally do in my real estate business that has

helped me to sell over 100 homes a year and to build one of the fastest growing independent

real estate brokerages in the country.Not only has the Reverse Selling Method helped me, I’ve

now taught thousands of other real estate agents all over the world this exact same system. It’s

a system that, if mastered, has the potential to help you to go from where you are today to

selling 50, 60, 70, even 100-plus homes a year! Even if you’re a brand new agent, reading the

concepts in this book will act as an outline for you to structure your business in becoming a top

producing real estate agent. So let’s get to work!1The Reverse Selling ParadigmThere’s a

reason why 97% of the population doesn’t trust salespeople. Until recently, selling was taught

to be a process of using high-pressure tactics and strategies to convince a prospect to buy—

convince being the key word. Salespeople from around the world have been taught to close the

sale using any means necessary. Eventually, decades of fancy tactics and strategies, as well



as hard-pitch closing techniques from salespeople, began to lose their effectiveness. This is

where much of the world’s resistance to salespeople originated and also why salespeople

today must either adapt or be left behind. To make matters worse, Hollywood has amplified

society’s distrust for salespeople for years, with movies like “Glengarry, Glen Ross,” “Boiler

Room,” and “Wolf of Wall Street” starring Leonardo DiCaprio. These movies, although great

entertainment, further solidify the bias society has for salespeople and deepens the belief that

salespeople cannot be trusted.The majority of salespeople, however, want to use the product

or service they sell to genuinely help people. This is often an uphill battle, thanks to the millions

of salespeople and sales trainers before us who have contributed to society’s deeply rooted

hatred for the sales profession. So you continue to find yourself in situation after situation

where your authentic willingness to help the prospect is blinded by the prospect’s unapologetic

bias. It’s situations like this that lead to more negative self-talk, telling your subconscious mind

that “selling is evil,” leaving you to live with doubt that you’ve chosen the wrong

profession.What if there was a way of selling—a way of communicating—that altered the

prospect’s belief that you genuinely cared about helping them achieve their desired outcome,

regardless of whether a sale was made? The good news—there is. We call it Reverse

Selling.Reverse Selling is a process in which a salesperson seeks to understand the prospect’s

true desired outcome versus traditional selling, which is a process where the salesperson tries

to convince the prospect to buy. The Reverse Selling Method will teach you how to use the

Socratic method in combination with neurolinguistic programming (NLP) to help the prospect

feel safe to share their true desired outcome without the threat of being “sold.” When it’s done

correctly, the Reverse Selling Method will help position you as the prospect’s obvious choice

without you ever having to convince them of it. You’ll learn how to effectively sell without

coming across as “salesy.” The goal is to have the prospect decide on their own that doing

business with you is the best decision through a process of self-discovery you strategically

guide them through by asking Socratic-style questions.2The Truth About Prospecting“Get fit,

get healthy, and live forever, all without exercise and eating whatever you want.” It’s marketing

messages like these that are finally raising red flags and reinforcing the old adage, “If it’s too

good to be true, it probably is.”But not for real estate agents. For some reason, when we enter

the real estate business, all common sense goes out the window. Marketers are screaming

from the mountaintop, “You don’t have to prospect, cold calling is dead,” and it’s exactly what

we want to hear. These companies promise to let us off the hook by selling their new gadget or

technology that will cause us to reach the success of our dreams, all without ever having to do

the hard work of prospecting or talking to people. I know, it’s crazy. But we buy it every day;

these companies profit billions of dollars every year by targeting the weak. “Easy” is the world’s

greatest marketing strategy and we buy it, knowing it’s too good to be true and knowing we’re

buying from someone who has never succeeded in the real estate business themselves.In the

world of real estate sales, there are low-producing agents, average producers selling six to

eight homes a year, and top producers who are responsible for 80% of the sales. Agents in the

top 20% prospect consistently, without excuses and without exception, while the bottom 80%

chases shiny objects. You don’t have to take my word for it—go meet with any top producer in

any company, in any market around the world and they will all tell you the same thing:

Prospecting and lead generation is the most important factor in determining whether you will

be successful or not.What Is Prospecting?Prospecting is not cold calling (more on that later).

Prospecting is the simple act of proactively seeking out new business. Although some try to

overcomplicate it, it’s no mystery why 87% of all real estate agents end up failing in their first

year. It’s not because of the market, the company they are with, their broker, their manager,



bad leads, the time of year, not knowing what to do—it’s none of those. Real estate agents fail

simply due to an empty sales pipeline. Why is their pipeline empty? You guessed it: They fail to

prospect consistently.Why Real Estate Agents Don’t ProspectAs I mentioned in the

introduction, most untrained real estate agents are in a constant state of moral dilemma about

being in sales. They want to help people, but at the same time, they can’t bring themselves to

accept the fact that to succeed in real estate sales, they must be willing to interrupt prospects

daily. If you think for one second that you can sit back and wait for prospects to call you, you’re

wrong. If that was the case, the failure rate in real estate would be almost insignificant. But

that’s not the case—you and I both know this is not how it works. If you’re going to win, you’re

going to have to play offense and proactively contact your prospects, knowing damn well they

are not sitting around waiting for you to call.In my research, I found four main reasons why real

estate agents don’t prospect. 1. Fear of Rejection and EmbarrassmentFor many, the fear of

rejection is too overwhelming to handle. Therefore, they avoid the activity of prospecting

altogether. We are social creatures by nature, connected with others from birth. From

childhood, the need for acceptance, approval, affirmation, attention, and positive regard from

our parents and others are some of our most fundamental psychological needs. Not having

these needs met in one’s life results in the unpleasant experience of rejection, and ultimately

the inordinate fear of and sensitivity to situations that present this risk.When we prospect, we

take a huge emotional risk. We don’t know how the prospect will respond. Will they yell at me?

Will they hang up on me? We refuse to find out. The risk of embarrassment and rejection is too

great. Many would rather risk their life than make a prospecting phone call.I can’t recall where I

first heard it, but there is a story about a military recruiter who first built his career in the

Marines and made a name for himself on the battlefield. Facing death every day was normal for

him, and something he did without fear or hesitation. After returning from war, he took a

position as a military recruiter. On his first day out of training, his mission was to contact 25

potential recruits. He was given a list of recent high school graduates who showed interest in

the military, and he was asked to call them. The Marine was paralyzed by fear. He could not

bring himself to make one prospecting phone call because his fear of rejection was too much

for him to handle. This Marine, who stood six-feet-four-inches and weighed in at 230 pounds,

and who had previously risked his life daily, was too scared to make prospecting calls to 18-

year-old high school students and was reassigned. The fear of rejection is real! This book will

show you how to overcome that fear.2. Addiction to Instant GratificationThe second reason real

estate agents don’t prospect is thanks in part to social media, Ebook Tops, and Netflix. We

have become addicted to the instant gratification these platforms provide. Why? Dopamine,

and a lot of it! Dopamine is a neurotransmitter—a chemical in the brain—that is released to

make us feel pleasure and to keep us motivated. Dopamine causes you to want, desire, seek

out, and satisfy your cravings. Activities that release large amounts of dopamine become the

things we’re most addicted to. Scrolling on social media, binge-watching television shows,

eating sugar, dousing your food with sauces, sex, watching porn, and doing drugs, are just a

few of these addictions.The more we participate in activities that release large quantities of

dopamine, the higher our dopamine tolerance becomes, increasing the amount required to feel

pleasure. This is why people who consume alcohol on a regular basis require large amounts of

alcohol to get drunk, whereas someone who rarely drinks will get drunk after one drink. This is

how the scientists hired by social media companies have designed their platforms. Everything

on social media is built to get you “hooked.” Every time you get that notification, you look to see

what it is. This activity gives you an instant hit of dopamine. The same thing happens when

someone “likes” or comments on your social media posts.The problem with increased



dopamine tolerance is that activities that don’t release as much dopamine don’t interest you

any longer, seem boring, and become much more difficult to do. This is why people would

rather scroll on social media than go to the gym. It’s not just you—it’s all humans. Activities that

offer instant results release a higher level of dopamine, whereas activities that don’t offer

results right away offer very little.That’s right, the speed with which you derive pleasure from an

activity is purely a function of dopamine, and the same goes for the opposite. Activities that

offer very little instant gratification result in very little dopamine, making these activities less

desirable.So when we look at the activity of prospecting, it’s boring, mundane, filled with pain-

wrenching rejection, and offers no immediate payoff. This is why so many real estate agents

struggle to consistently prospect. But the long-term payoff from prospecting will lift your

business, increase your income, and ultimately improve your life. Like most things in life, things

that bring pleasure to you now are likely to cause pain later, and things that cause pain now will

bring you pleasure in the future. Take exercise for example. No one likes waking up early and

going to the gym; it’s early, it’s painful, and there’s no immediate payoff. Only for those who

commit to a life of health and fitness long-term will there be massive payoffs in the future. The

same is true for those who choose short-term pleasure by sleeping in and eating doughnuts,

because they will ultimately pay the price in the long term.Later in the book, I’ll teach you how

to push through the pain and help you create a new habit of daily prospecting, but for now, my

recommendation is to go on a dopamine detox. Start to limit activities that offer instant

gratification so that your dopamine tolerance is reduced. This way, when you do things that

seem hard to you right now, like prospecting, they will offer more enjoyment.3. Becoming Easily

DistractedThe opposite of distraction is focus. Being a great prospector requires insane

amounts of focus and discipline. Now that you have a new awareness around why it’s so hard

to prospect consistently, your mind will be looking for ways to distract you while you’re

prospecting. Prospecting is an activity that causes most people pain and anxiety, and so they

unconsciously look for distractions, depending on their level of dopamine addiction.Rarely do

agents admit it, but the truth is that most of us are actually seeking out distraction. Just hear

me out. Distractions during prospecting let us off the hook and give us a reason to stop

prospecting. We then turn around and want to make excuses why we can’t hit our daily

prospecting goals because of all the distractions, when in fact, we are the distraction.Let me

give you an example that I’m willing to bet you experience every day. As you’re prospecting,

your phone rings, (which it shouldn’t because your phone should be on “Do Not Disturb” during

your prospecting time block). But nonetheless, it’s a client you’re currently working with. Most

untrained agents pick up the phone immediately and they justify this behavior as giving great

client service and then classify this as a “distraction.” In reality, this is exactly what the agent

was hoping for. Instead of letting the call go to voicemail, like every other professional would

do, the agent unconsciously rationalizes this decision as a legitimate excuse to stop

prospecting. It’s interesting when you stop to think about this. Imagine you’re undergoing brain

surgery. What if, all of a sudden the phone rings in the operating room and the doctor abruptly

stops what he is doing and picks up the call because it could be a patient that has a question?

Now, let’s be real. I think you would agree that is absurd and would never happen in real life.

But this is the type of behavior that happens all the time in the real estate industry.“Current

clients are calling me, vendors need me, my deal is blowing up, people are constantly knocking

on my door,” are all reasons I hear almost every day from agents as to why they can’t prospect.

It’s not that these reasons are not important, but I want you to think about this from a different

angle. When a current client sends you a text message during the time you’ve blocked out for

prospecting and you answer the text, what was the real distraction? Be honest! First, it was



your cell phone that was present in your prospecting station (which it should not be—more on

that later), and second, it was you who responded to the text. Both of these were a byproduct

of your decisions. I would make the argument that you are your biggest distraction. Every time

the phone rings or someone knocks on the door, you have a choice how you’ll respond. Keep

in mind, your subconscious wants you to answer the phone call, answer the text, respond to

the person at your door—anything to get a dopamine hit.Be aware of this and build your “NO”

power. This means you’ll want to start saying “NO” to things that you’re used to saying “YES” to

now. The quick run to Starbucks with a colleague, the quick text response, the quick “Got a

second?’’ conversation that always takes more than a minute. Start saying NO.You also want to

build a prospecting station that blocks external distractions. No media at all! And, if you can,

make your prospecting calls in an environment that promotes productivity. DO NOT make

prospecting calls around people who don’t prospect. It’s too tempting to stop prospecting to

see what they’re doing and it’s too easy for you to fall victim to being judged by non-

prospectors. If you have to prospect from your office, and don’t have a private office, get a sign

that says, “Do Not Disturb, Prospecting In Session.” If you have to use your cell phone to make

your calls, put it on “do not disturb” so phone calls and text messages won’t tempt you.4.

Creative AvoidanceMany real estate agents convince themselves that there are tasks in their

business that take priority over prospecting. Let me be clear and blunt: There’s nothing more

important in your business than prospecting—nothing.Many real estate agents are plagued

with “What-if? Syndrome.” They often say things like, “I need to work on my website because

what if a prospect looks me up online?” Or, “I need to work on my branding because what if I

actually set an appointment with a prospect? I need to make a great impression with my logo,

presentation folders, and business cards.” And there are a million other things that real estate

agents deem necessary before they can start prospecting. Even if an agent procrastinates for

months, building their perfect website, designing the sexiest business cards, and finally gets to

the point where they’re about to make their calls, they spend hours researching the lead before

they ever make the call. They do anything to avoid doing the actual work. This is called creative

avoidance.It’s not that having a nice website or having your branding look good isn’t important

—it’s just that these should not take priority over prospecting. These creative tasks should help

support your prospecting but worked on only after your prospecting commitments have been

met. Being a successful real estate agent has much more to do with your skills than what your

website looks like or how fancy your logo is.Don’t believe me? I’ll prove it. My best year as a

real estate salesperson was in 2014 when I sold over 100 homes and earned over $600,000 in

commission. The best part? I did this with NO website, NO social media pages and NO

branding whatsoever. I did it through hard work, consistent prospecting, and crafting my skills

as a salesperson. Never once did I have a prospect tell me the reason they are not doing

business with me was because I didn’t have a sexy website. Yet real estate agents are

obsessed with doing everything in their business BUT prospecting.Let’s get the record straight:

Your job as a real estate agent is to prospect for new business. If you want to build websites or

design logos, change your career, because believe me when I tell you, if you don’t prospect

and spend your time avoiding it, you won’t have a choice.If You Don’t Prospect, You’re

SelfishMost real estate agents will tell you the same thing when it comes to servicing their

clients: When they have a client, they do everything they can to give that client a great

experience. Their motivation to do so makes sense: To keep the client long-term and to get the

client to give them referrals. But this is the easy part. The problem for most real estate agents

isn’t client service, it’s the fact that they don’t have enough clients to serve in the first place.If

you’re like most, you would probably make the case that if a prospect decides to do business



with you, they will have a great experience. Therefore, if you don’t prospect, you’re selfish! If

you allow fear to hold you back from picking up the phone to call prospects who you already

know need your help, you’re selfish, or worse yet, full of shit. Maybe you don’t give great

service to your clients or get your clients the results you promise. For most though, I don’t think

this is the case. It’s more likely that you don’t prospect because of your fear.Allow this new

perspective to help you build a new habit of daily prospecting. Tell yourself, “There are people

out there who need my help and if I don’t call them, a competitor (who’s not as good as me)

will.”The Learning Is In the Doing“Just Do It,” the famous Nike slogan, might be the best advice

ever given. For centuries, society has suggested that we learn best by obtaining new

information. The most successful people on the planet would disagree and so would

I.“Knowledge is power” is a lie that’s been told for years. Information has no value without

implementation. Have you ever thought about this? Doctors spend an average of 14 years

learning about the human body before they ever become a fully licensed practitioner. Doctors

arguably know more about health and the human body than anyone else on earth. But

according to a physicians’ health study, research shows that nearly 40% of the world’s

physicians are overweight and unhealthy. Doesn’t this strike you to be a bit odd? This is

concrete evidence that just because a person knows what to do does not mean they will do

it.The learning is in the doing. Although this book will teach you prospecting tactics and

strategies that will make selling easy and fun, it will mean nothing if you don’t actually do it.

Applying the lessons in this book will bring you, your business, and your life much more value

than simply just reading the words themselves.Why Outbound Phone Prospecting Is Still

KingThere are many ways to prospect and generate leads. You can door knock, join

networking groups, engage on social media, buy leads, and send direct mail, just to name a

few. They all work if you do the work. But nothing compares to direct, outbound phone calls.

Here’s why.1. �Your energy and effort will be in the right placeWith direct outbound phone

prospecting, you get to decide who you call; therefore, you will be calling prospects who you

know with 100% certainty have a need to buy or sell a home. With other methods like

networking, door knocking or direct mail, it’s more of a shotgun approach. You’re

communicating with the masses, hoping to find someone interested in selling, and hope is not

a strategy.2. �It’s the most effective and efficient use of your timeFor every hour you spend

making outbound prospecting phone calls to a targeted list, you can literally speak to eight to

10 of the exact prospects you’re looking for. On average, depending on your sales skills, you

can generate one or two highly qualified leads as a result of these conversations and only one

hour of your time. There’s nothing—and let me repeat nothing—that can even come close to

competing with these types of results.There’s no magic bullet or marketing gimmick that can

generate eight to 10 actual conversations with motivated homeowners in the next 60 minutes.

Trust me—if there was, you’d know about it and so would everyone else.So why doesn’t

everyone make outbound prospecting calls? Here’s the truth: it’s hard, grueling, boring work

that most are not willing to endure. Those who do, however, will live a life that most can only

dream of. Like the great Jim Rohn said, “Don’t wish it were easier, wish you were better.” This

makes sense: If it were easy, you’d have a lot more agents to compete with. Even though it

may not feel like it at times, only a very small portion of the real estate agents actually prospect

daily. Here’s some proof. Go ask the agents in your brokerage or on your company Facebook

page how many agents call FSBOs, expired listings, or FRBOs every day? You’ll be pleasantly

surprised to find out that you may be the only one in your company willing to do the hard work.

Here’s the good news: If you actually do the work that daily prospecting requires, you’ll be

alone at the top of all the leaderboards at your company and in your market.The Four Stages



of Prospecting MasteryThere are four stages of learning that everyone goes through when

learning something new and there are no exceptions when it comes to mastering the art and

science of prospecting. You, like everyone who has come before you, must go through these

four stages to reach mastery. There are no shortcuts or ways to avoid them. You must pay the

price at each stage to reach the top.Stage 1—Unconscious IncompetenceIn stage one, you’re

filled with excitement to start something new like starting a new job or new relationship. It’s the

excitement that sparks action. This will most likely happen as a result of this book. After going

through this book, you’ll likely have the motivation to get on the phone and start building the life

of your dreams. You don’t know what you don’t know and you’re just excited to get started!

Stage 2—Conscious IncompetenceThis is the stage where most quit. Once the pain or reality

sets in that this is hard work and results are not immediate, you’ll quickly find yourself looking

for the path of least resistance. You’ll find yourself looking for other things to do so that

prospecting can be avoided. You’ll be frustrated that you’re not getting the results you desire.It

is critical and your career depends on you pushing through this phase of deception. It’s normal

to suck in the beginning as you’re growing your skills. It’s like anything in life that you start with

little or no experience. Prospecting and selling is no different. Embrace the suck and love the

pain because the life you desire is waiting for you on the other side.Stage 3—Conscious

CompetenceIf you’re one of the few who successfully pushes through the dreadful stage 2,

you’ll find yourself starting to have success. It’s still hard, but you’re now starting to get better,

generating some leads and even setting some face-to-face appointments. Although the phone

still may weigh 1,000 pounds in this phase, as soon as you get past your first call, you’ll find

yourself starting to get results. These results will bring the excitement back and give you the

motivation to keep going!Stage 4—Unconscious CompetenceIt’s in this stage where you’ve

reached mastery. You can pick up the phone, generate leads and set appointments with ease

and without very much effort. It’s like driving a car or riding a bike for most adults. For example,

your competence with riding a bike is so high, it’s likely that you could stop what you’re doing

right now, go anywhere in the world and jump on a bike and start riding without much effort.

This level of mastery only comes through repetition. Although it may take you years to get here,

if you don’t give up, you will get here. And when you do, you will have forgotten how hard it was

to start. At this point it’s likely that your income and life are a reflection of all your hard

work.3The Prospecting Millionaire MindsetThe 80/15/5 PrincipleIn almost 20 years of leading

salespeople, building multiple businesses, and interviewing some of the leading minds in the

sales industry, I’ve learned that succeeding in sales comes down to three core things: mindset,

action, and skills—in that order.All three are critical to whether or not one will succeed or fail as

a salesperson. Mindset, however, makes up 80% of your success, while actions make up 15%,

and skills, although important, make up only 5%. Here’s why.Your mindset controls how you

feel, which affects your attitude. Your attitude then impacts the choices you make, which

ultimately leads to the amount of action you take daily. How many times have you said to

yourself, “I just don’t feel like it”? This is a death sentence to your productivity. So if you’re

going to succeed, it’s critical that you learn how to strengthen your mindset.In this chapter we

will review 10 mindsets that real estate agents who earn more than $1 million a year in net

income all share. These are the mindsets that, if mastered, have the power to help you become

a world class salesperson and a top-producing real estate agent.Mindset 1Have the Courage

to Ask For What You WantYou’ll never reach your potential in sales if you don’t get over the fact

that you must ask prospects for what you want. The reason most real estate agents don’t ask

prospects for what they want (the appointment, a referral, to sign the contract), is because they

don’t want to come across as a pushy salesperson, which I completely understand. This book



will teach you exactly how to ask for what you want in a way that is collaborative with the

prospect and does not come across “salesy.” But make no mistake, you must ask.Believe it or

not, and contrary to popular belief, prospects will actually give you more respect when you’re

transparent, direct, and honest about what you want. It’s when the prospect feels like you’re

beating around the bush that they start to push back, give you more resistance, and lose

respect.Starting today, have the courage to ask for what you want and ask for it with

confidence, even if at first it makes you feel uncomfortable. This mindset and habit will be

something you will benefit from for the rest of your career and the rest of your life.Mindset

2Detach From the Outcome 100%Obviously we all want to achieve the goals we’ve set, but

unless we’re focused on the actions, behaviors, and skills necessary, our goals will always

elude us. Too many untrained real estate agents come off as needy or desperate, which

prospects can smell a mile away. This is called “commission breath.” When you’re desperate to

make a sale, you become “salesy,” which repels the prospect, and they end up doing the exact

opposite of what you want.To convert more prospects into clients you must detach from the

outcome 100%. The prospect should never know your cards. When communicating, the

prospect should almost feel as though the “sale” is the least of your concerns.Stay calm, keep

your emotions under control, and always seek to understand. You know when you’re detached

from the outcome when you have standards in your business and you actually follow them by

saying “No” to prospects when the old you said “Yes” every time (“Yes” to discounted

commission, bad terms, and unreasonable requests). Prospects of the past owned the old you,

and you know it. Detaching from the outcome is when you can look the prospect in the eye and

tell them the absolute truth about helping them achieve their desired outcome without worrying

about losing the deal. The truth is, this is what your prospects want. And once you have built

the confidence and courage to execute, there will be no limits to how successful you can

become. Being 100% detached from the outcome truly means you’re not concerned with

whether or not you close the deal, and the prospect knows it.
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Erik Webster, “Brandon EARNED the right to write this book.. Brandon has personally made

millions of commission dollars as a top performing agent. Then he turned around and build

one of the fastest privately owned brokerages in the Mid-West. Every week he is in master

mind meetings with other agents who are in the top 500 earners in the nation. His teaching is

always fresh and works in todays Real Estate market. This is a book with solid foundational

(and advanced) sales concepts. His concept of winning with "base hits" revolutionized my

understanding of how to work the prospecting cycle correctly... he fixed two decades of sub-par

old school sales training.I've spent over $100,000 on coaching with the various Real Estate

coaching organizations in the last 20 years. I have been a client of Brandon's for years. I

consider him a solid friend in business and amazing human being who gives, gives & gives.If

you buy this book you are getting sales diamonds.”

josh, “Pretty good stuff. I appreciated that the book wasn't that long, but I feel that it could be

more concise. I was skeptical because business and sales books are typically filled with 90%

mindset, low quality story time, and up selling. While Brandon mentions his coaching program,

it is not relentlessly pushed like other books tend to do...As far as content... I think it's pretty

useful. He breaks down his style pretty well and why, a daily schedule, and keywords I thought

was useful.”

Dan Soto, “The best part about this book is the coaching and the supportive community behind

it.. I got the audio version of Reverse Selling through Brandon's YouTube channel and I never

imagined where it would take me. It literally changed my life. I have since enrolled in his

coaching program and I haven't looked back. I love Brandon's coaching style and the passion

that he puts into every coaching session. It's clear that Brandon wants everyone in his program

to succeed. Brandon's Facebook community is a supportive community of comradery, and for

me, it all started when I purchased the Reverse Selling audiobook. I bought the paperback

version because I want to someday get it signed by Brandon because this book symbolically

means a lot to me. It is now in my book collection, along with other GIANT influential books. I

cant thank Brandon enough for everything he has done and continues to do for all of us in his

training program. Thanks Coach!”

Soraya Martinez, “The best sales book that will change your business and your life!. I always

thought that being on sales meant to be pushy, to use high-pressure tactics and becoming a

person that people don't trust. I felt hopeless because I knew I would not be able to unlock my

full potential and being successful in real estate if that was the only way. Brandon and his

Reverse Selling method will change your mindset and the way you will connect with prospects

and potential clients.  Reverse Selling will transform your business and your life!!!”

J. Hardie, “One of the Best real estate training book on the market. I found myself nodding my



head and saying "yep" in almost every chapter. Mullrenen hit it out of the park with this book. I'd

say this and "listing boss" are the two best real estate agent training books out there. Dead

accurate, and extremely helpful.”

Al, “Every Realtor should read this book!. I have learned so much from Brandon since joining

his coaching sessions mid April, just 4 months ago. Just the approach he has given me with

these scripts WORK! It is so easy now to have conversations with FSBO's, FRBO's and

Absentee owners. I love that his coaching is a one price fee and not a monthly or yearly one

and everyone in the group is so helpful also. I am so happy the book came out this week and I

got it in time for my 4 hour flight back east, it will be a good read for the plane flight!”

Pareli, “One of the best Real Estate Books. Brandon is a phenomenal communicator and

coach. I’ve been watching him on YouTube for a couple of months now so this book was 100%

a need. The amount of value given in over 150 pages is lifelong knowledge. AMAZING.”

Frosty, “Easy to understand!!. Great approach to prospecting and is a great guide to take the

pressure out of selling.  Easy quick read and valuable little nuggets around every corner.”

Isaac Harris, “Essential to Understanding consumer psychology. I'm finding so much value

from this book in both its simplicity but also its straighforwardness. Brandon is not saying

anything "new" per se (so yes you still have to prospect, get on the phone, meet people, etc),

but he just breaks it down in a really comprehensive way. Yes there are scripts and skills, but

most importantly he talks about the different mindsets we as realtors, as salespeople first and

foremost, need to do the best jobs for our clients, our families, and ourselves. And he shows

that all of this can be done, or rather should be done, without being overly "salesy" - if people

need our product and service, we have to show them why we're the right choice, and if they

don't, then why would they consider it at all?”

Daniel Tobias, “If there ever was a Holy Grail of Sales, this book is it!. Brandon Mulrenin has

revolutionized the sales profession with his Socratic method of Reverse Selling. It's all here: the

system; the scripts and the methods. Brandon has written this book specifically for real estate

agents but it will be incredibly valuable to anyone in sales. Do yourself a huge favour and get

your hands on this book, follow his system, do the work and you will immediately start setting

appointments and closing sales.”

omid, “Great Read!. Just started reading the book, and I have to say, it's probably some of the

best content to read if you're in the Real Estate business.”

The book by Dave Logan has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 143 people have provided feedback.
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